
At Darktrace, we believe that a diverse and inclusive culture is 
fundamental to long-term success. At our core, we are a company 
committed to innovation, and the best innovations come from 
bringing different perspectives together. Only by doing this can we 
continue creating something truly novel.

Today, we are proud to have so many strong female role models in our 
organisation at every level, and to have a workforce made up of over a third 
women against the backdrop of an industry average of less than half that. One 
third of the roles in our executive team are filled by women.
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But we also recognise that we have more work to do. We are reviewing our practices across our global business 
to ensure our approach to areas such as recruitment and progression are as transparent and inclusive as possible. 
We also want to ensure that our female talent has access to gender specific support and development opportunities 
through mentoring, resource groups and leadership development. 
 
Looking further afield, Darktrace partners with brilliant organizations such as WISE (Women in Science and Engineering), 
which promotes the participation of women in STEM. In addition to this, we have made a commitment to create a 
framework for, and launch, two partnerships with organizations supporting the advancement of underrepresented 
gender and diversity in the technology industry before June 2023. 

As the technology industry evolves, we want to do our part at Darktrace to drive positive change and ensure that our 
sector is as attractive and accessible as possible to all. We are as determined as ever to buck the trend and 
champion a business model where all voices around the table can be heard.

Poppy Gustafsson CEO 



 All salaries for men and women are
lined up from lowest to highest, and the

middle salary for each is compared. 

The mean gender pay gap is the difference in
the average hourly pay for women compared to

men within an organization.

The mean pay for women is 
1.1% higher than that of men 

The median pay for men is
11.6% higher than that of women

+11.6%

+1.1%

The mean and median gender pay gap is based on the hourly rate taken at the mandatory snapshot date (April 2022), 
and includes commission and bonus paid in that month. Darktrace’s gender pay results are impacted by the 
outcomes of bonus and sales commission, which are linked to individual performance. As a consequence, this data 
tends to fluctuate from month to month. 

Equal pay pertains to the law requiring men and women to be paid the same amount of money for the same, or 
equivalent, work of the same value.

The gender pay gap is the difference between the average (mean or median) hourly earnings of men and women across 
an organization, regardless of their roles. The data is based on calculations set by the Government and is influenced by 
a variety of factors.
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It is a privilege to work alongside so many incredible women at leadership level and across the 
broader business. Since joining, I have heard first-hand about the inspiring career trajectories of 
many women at Darktrace. I am proud towork for a company which nurtures talent as Darktrace 
does and supports womento realise their career ambitions,whether that be in a technical role or 
one of the many other career paths in cyber. 

Cathy Graham, CFO



Rosie Cooper, Product Information Lead
I joined Darktrace as a Technical Author in 2018, having graduated a few years earlier with a degree 
in Medieval History. I learnt quickly that opportunities to learn and progress at Darktrace are infinite. 
Hard work is rewarded and I have been lucky to have supportive colleagues around me from day 
one. It has been incredibly gratifying to move up through a business which is at forefront of AI, 
developing such exciting and crucial products for organisations around the world.

Hannah Cusack, VP Technical Operations
At Darktrace there is no limit to what you can achieve, if you put your mind to it. I would encourage 
any woman considering a career in cyber not to be put off by industry stereotypes – you can be 
trained to excel in any role, no matter your background. At Darktrace we are all encouraged to reach 
for the stars – this is baked into our ethos and one of the reasons for our success as a world-leading
AI-cyber company.

Bonus pay gap is based on the sum of bonus and commission paid within the previous 12 months to April 2022. 

+17.2%

The median bonus pay for men is
17.2% higher than that of women

+42.5%

The mean bonus pay for women is
42.5% higher than that of men

Proportion of men and
women paid a bonus

64%

66%

LOWER

LOWER  MIDDLE

UPPER MIDDLE

UPPER
67.9% 32.1%

74.2% 25.8%

67.9% 32.1%

56.8% 43.2%

Bonus gap data fluctuates between genders across reporting periods as it is based on individual performance and 
achievement outcomes and associated commission paid during that reportable period. 

Quartiles represent the pay rates from 
the lowest to the highest for our UK
employees split into four equal size 
groups, with the percentage of men 
and women in each quartile. 
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